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During the twentieth century many of the notions of classical Differential 
Geometry have been extended so as to be defined on the boundaries of 
arbitrary convex bodies (without smoothness requirements). For example, 
the projection measures (Quermassintegrals) are the natural extensions of 
the integrals of mean curvature (see Santa16 [27, pp. 215-2321 for a discus- 
sion). The surface area measures of Aleksandrov-Fenchel-Jessen are exten- 
sions of (the indefinite integrals of) the elementary symmetric functions of 
the principal radii of curvature, while Federer’s curvature measures (when 
restricted to convex hypersurfaces) are extensions of (the indefinite 
integrals of) the elementary symmetric functions of the principal curvatures 
(see Schneider [30, pp. 27-331). 

One of the important concepts of classical Differential Geometry, which 
has been difficult to extend is afline surface area. This has often led to dif- 
ficulties which when circumvented, have been done so only by considerable 
effort and ingenuity. For example, suppose we are given a measure on the 
unit sphere, which satisfies the hypothesis of the Minkowski Problem. The 
solution of the Minkowski Problem guarantees the existence of a convex 
body whose surface area measure is the given measure. From the given 
measure we can find the surface area of the body. The Minkowski (Mixed 
Volume) Inequality can be used to obtain various upper bounds for the 
volume of the body. However, we cannot even inquire about the affine 
surface area of the body, unless we can somehow convince ourselves that 
the convex body is sufficiently smooth. 

Results regarding aftine surface area have a surprising number of 
applications. For example, a number of geometric inequalities which 
appear to have no connection with affine surface area are in fact consequences 
of inequalities involving afline surface area (see, for example, Petty [25] 
and also [ 151). Since polytopes have zero afftne surface area, it seems quite 
surprising that the notion of afline surface area arises frequently in the area 
of polytope approximation (see the survey of Gruber [9]). 

Recently, Leichtweiss [ 11, 121 presented a definition of extended afftne 
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surface area. The approach to this problem which is taken in this article is 
very different. The advantage of this approach is that the proofs of the 
basic properties of extended (and classical) alline surface area are greatly 
simplified. In addition, with this approach all of the powerful affine 
isoperimetric inequalities of Petty [22, 24, 251 which involve affine surface 
area, can now be established for arbitrary convex bodies. Another advan- 
tage is that a proof of the conjectured upper-semicontinuity of classical (as 
well as extended) afline surface area can now be given. 

To define this extended affine surface area, generalized convex bodies are 
introduced. In this generalized setting, simple proofs can be given of the 
basic properties (such as afline invariance and Blaschke concavity) of 
classical as well as extended alline surface area. A great deal of freedom is 
available in this new setting. For example, taking the polars of star-shaped 
sets is perfectly permissible. In fact, the flexibility to be able to do such 
things is the reason that generalized convex bodies are introduced. 

Since interest in alline surface area is not limited to specialists in 
geometric convexity, the author has attempted to write a reasonably self- 
contained article. Toward that end, and for quick reference, a number of 
elementary definitions (Minkowski and Blaschke addition, mixed volumes, 
surface area measures) and well-known results (the weak solution of the 
Minkowski Problem, the Blaschke-Santalo Inequality) are stated in Sec- 
tion 0. The survey of Schneider [30], as well as the texts of Busemann [6], 
Leichtweiss [lo], and Santa16 [27], are recommended as references. For 
reference regarding dual mixed volumes see [ 13, 17, 1 S] and Burago and 
Zalgaller [4, pp. 15881601. It should be noted that nothing listed in 
Section 0 is new. 

In Section 1 a list is given of various properties of classical alTine surface 
area which extended affine surface area should have. Extended affine sur- 
face area as defined in this article satisfies all these requirements. In addi- 
tion, all the well-known inequalities which involve affine surface area (with 
their equality condition) will be shown to hold, for arbitrary convex bodies. 
It should be noted that what is called “classical afline surface area” in this 
article, is in fact already an extension of classical affine surface area 
(to bodies with positive continuous curvature functions). The afhne 
isoperimetric inequality (of Affme Differential Geometry) is due to 
Blaschke (see [2]) and Santa16 [26]. The (extended) form of the affine 
isoperimetric inequality which is stated in Section 1 is due to Petty [25]. 
The properties of classical afline surface area which are listed in Section 1, 
can be found in (or derived from) the works of Blaschke [2], Santa16 
[26], and Petty [25] (see also [16]). It should be noted that nothing 
listed in Section 1 will be used, in any way, in this article. Rather, it will be 
shown that all the properties (of classical affine surface area) listed in 
Section 1, hold for arbitrary convex bodies. 
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Polar curvature images of star bodies are defined in Section 2. Various 
results which are required later, regarding these polar curvature images, are 
also obtained in this section. 

Generalized convex bodies are introduced in Section 3. A number of the 
results obtained in this section will not be used in this article. They are 
presented because they might be of (independent) interest. Definitions are 
given for the volume (and mixed volume) of generalized convex bodies. 
Also defined are Minkowski sums and affme images of these bodies. The 
Brunn-Minkowski and Minkowski inequalities remain valid in this 
generalized setting. Also presented is an extension, to star-shaped bodies, of 
the BlaschkeeSantalo inequality (with equality conditions). 

Extended affme surface area is defined in Section 4. Here, the basic 
properties of extended affne surface area are established. It should be 
noted that these properties are obtained without assuming that they have 
already been established for classical affme surface area-in fact it is not 
assumed that classical afline surface area has even been defined. An 
extended version (valid for all convex bodies) of the affine isoperimetric 
inequality of Aftine Differential Geometry (with equality conditions) is 
proven in Section 4. At the end of this section, it is shown that on convex 
bodies for which classical aftine surface area is defined, extended and classi- 
cal afline surface area agree. 

In [16] the author introduced mixed shine surface areas. In Section 5 it 
is shown how (a simple extension of) one of the mixed afiine surface areas 
can be used to define extended affine surface area. While such a definition 
avoids the use of generalized convex bodies, it has some undesirable 
qualities: A number of proofs become much less transparent. In addition, 
such a definition would assume that affine surface area has already been 
defined on bodies with continuous positive curvature functions. Finally, 
such a definition has the (computational) deficiency of being based on a 
class of bodies which are only defined implicitly. 

Petty [24] has introduced the important concept of geominimal surface 
area. By exploiting the duality between centroids and Santalo points, it is 
possible to choose a definition of geominimal surface area which involves 
centroids rather than (the much less familiar concept of) Santalo points. 
This is the definition used in Section 6-It involves only a trivial modifica- 
tion of Petty’s definition. In Section 6 it is shown that Petty’s important 
inequality between affine surface area and geominimal surface area can 
now be established for all convex bodies. At the end of this section, a new 
representation of geominimal surface area is obtained (which involves 
mixed affine surface areas). 

The definition of projection bodies (zonoids) is restated in Section 7. The 
excellent survey of Schneider and Weil [31] should be consulted for this 
topic. Petty [22] established a fundamental inequality between the aftine 
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surface area of a convex body (with positive continuous curvature func- 
tion) and the volume of the projection body of the convex body. Petty’s 
affine projection inequality is closely related to both the Petty projection 
inequality [23] and the Busemann-Petty centroid inequality [S, 213 (see 
[ 151 for a discussion). An extension (valid for all convex bodies) of Petty’s 
affine projection inequality (with equality conditions) is given in Section 7. 

In [24], Petty obtained a strong generalization of the monotonicity 
result of Winternitz (see [2, p. 2001) regarding afline surface area. It is 
shown in Section 8 that Petty’s generalization will hold for arbitrary con- 
vex bodies. If the areas of the projections of a convex body do not exceed 
those of an ellipsoid, then the affine surface area of the body does not 
exceed that of the ellipsoid. For bodies with positive continuous curvature 
functions, this result, and a strong generalization, were proven in [lS]. In 
Section 8, this result, and the generalization, are established for arbitrary 
convex bodies. 

0. BACKGROUND AND NOTATION 

Let X” denote the set of convex bodies (compact, convex subsets with 
non-empty interiors) in Euclidean n-space, R”. 

Associated with a body KE X”, is its support function, h,: R” + R, 
defined for x E R” by 

h,(x)=Max{x.y:y~K}, (0.1) 

where x . y denotes the usual inner product of x and y in R”. 
For 4 E X(n), write d-i, b’, and 4-‘, for the inverse, transpose, and 

transpose of the inverse of 4. From definition (O.l), it follows immediately 
that for K E X”, x E R”, and 4 E Z(n), 

AUK = hK(4tx). 0-Q) 

For K, L E X”, and a, y 20 (not both 0), the Minkowski linear com- 
bination aK+ yL E X”, can be defined as the body whose support function 
is given by 

h aK+)JL =ah,+yh,. (0.3) 

From (0.2) and (0.3), it follows that for 4 E SL(n), 

&aK+ yL) = a@+ yq5L. (0.4) 

The Hausdorff metric, 6, on X” can be defined as follows: For K, 
LEX”, 

&K L)= IhK-h,l,, 
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where 1.1~ is the max-norm on the space C(S- ‘) of continuous functions 
on the unit sphere. 

Lebesgue measure on IR” will be denoted by V, and for Lebesgue 
measure on the unit sphere S”- ’ write S. The unit ball in IR” will be 
denoted by B, and let w, = V(B). 

For K, L E X”, the mixed volume V,(K, L) is defined by 

nV,(K,L) =lim 
V(K+cL)- V(K) 

Cl0 & 
(0.5) 

Obviously, 

V,(K,K)= V(K). (0.6) 

From definition (0.5) it follows easily that for K, L, ME X", x, y E R", 
and IX, y>O, 

V,(x+crK,y+yL)=ol"-'yV,(K,L), (0.7) 

and 

v,(M,aK+yL)=crV,(M,K)+yV,(M,L). (0.8 1 

From (0.4) and definition (0.5), it follows that, for 4 E SL(n), 
V,(dK, 4L) = V,(K, L), or equivalently, that 

v,(K 4L) = VI(~-~K, L). (0.9) 

A body KE X” is said to have a positive continuous curvature function, 
fK: S”-’ -+ (0, co), provided the integral representation 

(0.10) 

holds for all L E Xx”. As an aside, we note that if the boundary of K is of 
class C2, and has positive Gaussian curvature, then the reciprocal 
Gaussian curvature (as a function of the outer normals) is the curvature 
function of K. Let 9” denote the class of convex bodies which have a 
positive continuous curvature function. 

It will be convenient to extend the definition of the curvature function 
of a body KE 9”“, so that fK is defined on KY’\ {0}, as a homogeneous 
function of degree -(n + 1): For u E S”- ‘, and 1> 0, let 

f,(%24)=~-‘“+‘lf,(u). (0.11) 
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Associated with a convex body KE X”, is a regular Bore1 measure S, on 
S”- i, called the surface area measure of K, with the property that the 
integral representation, 

holds for all L E Xx. As an aside, we note that there is a simple geometric 
description of the measure S,: If A c S” ~ ’ is a Bore1 set, then S,(A) is 
just the (n - 1)-dimensional Hausdorff measure of the set of points of c3K 
which have an outer unit normal vector in A. 

From (0.10) and (0.12), it follows that, for KE 8”, 

.fK = dS,ldS, (0.13) 

where the derivative is the Radon-Nikodym derivative of the surface area 
measure of K, with respect to spherical Lebesgue measure. 

From (0.7), and definitions (0.10) and (0.12), it follows immediately that 
for KEX”, XEW, and ,T>O, 

and, if KE F”, 

(0.14a) 

(0.14b) 

From the translation invariance of mixed volumes (0.7), it follows that 
the centroid of the surface area measure of a convex body is at the origin; 
i.e., for KE X”, 

s u dS,(u) = 0. (0.15a) s”-’ 

In particular, if K E F”“, 

I ufK(u) dS(u) = 0. (0.15b) s”-L 

Conversely, the (weak) solution of the Minkowski problem states that if a 
Bore1 measure p on S”- ’ is not concentrated on a great sphere and has the 
property that 

s udp(u) = 0, 
y-1 

(0.16a) 
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then there exists a body KEX”, unique up to translation, such that 
S, = p. The body K is called the solution of the Minkowski problem for the 
measure p. Thus, given a continuous function ,f: S” ~ ’ -+ (0, cc ), such that 

J 2.$(u) dS(u) = 0, (0.16b) 
S” , 

there exists a body K E 3”. such that Ji = .f: 
Suppose K, L E Sy”, and c(, 730 (not both 0). From (0.15a) it follows 

that the measure aS, + yS, satisfies (0.16a). The Blaschke linear combina- 
tion cr.K+y.L is the solution to the Minkowski problem for the measure 
AS, + pS,; i.e., 

If K, LEF”, then obviously 

(0.17a) 

(0.17b) 

From (O.l4a), and definition (O.l7a), it is easy to see that the relationship 
between Blaschke and Minkowski scalar multiplication is given by 

j -K= j’:ln-I)E(. (0.18) 

From (0.12) and (O.l7a), it follows that for K, L, ME X”, and ~1, y B 0, 

v,(a.K+‘l.L,M)=crV,(K,M)+i’V,(L,M). (0.19) 

Let X;; denote the class of convex bodies which contain the origin in 
their interiors. For K E AC:, use K* to denote the polar body of K (with 
respect to the unit sphere centered at the origin): 

K*= {xER”:.Y.J~ 1, for all J’E K}. (0.20) 

It is easily verified that 

K**=K. (0.21) 

It is also easily verified (see, for example, [22] or [ 183) that for KE Xt, 
and 4 E SL(n), 

(dK)* = c+-‘K*. (0.22) 

For KE X”, let Cen(K) denote the centroid of K. The Santa16 point of 
K can be defined as the point s E int K, for which 

Cen((-s+K)*)=O. (0.23) 
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Let 3-E denote the class of convex bodies whose centroid is at the origin. 
Let 9: denote the class of bodies in 3-z which have positive continuous 
curvature functions. 

Since a Blaschke linear combination is defined only up to translation, we 
can fix the linear combination by requiring the Blaschke linear combina- 
tion to have the origin as its centroid. This would make both -X: and SF 
closed with respect to Blaschke linear combinations. 

The Blaschke-Santa16 inequality (see [ 1,26, 25, 71) states that for 
KEX-;, 

V(K) V(K*) 6 Of, (0.24) 

with equality if and only if K (or, equivalently, K*) is an ellipsoid. 
A compact subset of R” is said to be star-shaped about the origin if it 

contains the line segment joining any of its points to the origin. Associated 
with a compact set K, which is star shaped about the origin, is its radial 
function, pK: S”- ’ + R, defined, for u E S”- ‘, by 

pK(u) = Max{1 3 0: lu E K}. (0.25) 

If pK is a positive continuous function, K is called a star body, and 9,” will 
be used to denote the class of star bodies in R”. It will be convenient to 
extend pK from a function on S”-’ to a function on W\(O}, by making 
it homogeneous of degree - 1; i.e., for u E S”- ‘, and A > 0, let 

PKm) = ~-%,W. (0.26) 

From (0.25), it follows immediately that for KE Y4p;f, qd E X(n), 

Pq3K(X) = PK(CIXL 

for all XE R”\(O). 

(0.27) 

From (0.1) and (0.25), it follows that for KEX;I, 

PK’ = l/h, and h,. = l/p,. (0.28) 

Use 9; to denote the class of star bodies which have their centroids at 
the origin. Hence, KE Y’f , if and only if, 

s 
xdV( x) = 0, 

K 

or, equivalently (see, for example, [S, p. 250]), if and only if, 

s UpK(U)n+l d&!?(u) = 0. (0.29) &y-L 
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For K, L E Y;, and CX, 7 3 0 (not both 0), the harmonic linear combina- 
tion, cc*K T HALEY: is defined by 

l/P Y.K+~.L=~IPK+YIPL. (0.30) 

Note that from (0.3), (0.28), and (0.30) it follows that if K, L E Xi, then 

cr+K$ y+L=(ctK*+yL*)*. 

From (0.27) and (0.30), it follows immediately that for 4 E SL(n), 

&cc*KT ;,*L)=a*qbK? +y*q5L. (0.31) 

For K, L E Y;f, the dual mixed volume v-,(K, L) can be defined by 

nf?,(K, L)=Iim 
V(K)-V(K+ E*L) 

I 1 0 E 
(0.32) 

Obviously, 

P-,(K, K)= V(K). (0.33) 

From (0.31), and definition (0.32), it follows that the dual mixed volume 
f? 1 is invariant under (simultaneous) unimodular centro-affine transfor- 
mation; i.e., if K, L E Yi, and 4 E SL(n), then BP ,(q5K, qhL) = f? ,(K, L), or 
equivalently, 

t,(K,q%L)= am~,(&'K, L). (0.34) 

From the polar coordinate formula for volume, and definitions (0.30) 
and (0.32), one obtains the following integral representation of the dual 
mixed volume p _, : If K, L E .Y :, then 

(0.35) 

The Minkowski (Mixed Volume) Inequality states that for K, L E X", 

V,(K,L)"> V(K)"-' V(L), (0.36) 

with equality if and only if K and L are homothetic. From the Minkowski 
inequality, it follows easily (see [3] ) that if K, L E Xz, and 

f’,(K, Ml = v,(L, ML for all MEX;, (0.37) 

then K=L, 

607 85 I-4 
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This result has proven to be remarkably useful in answering a variety of 
uniqueness questions. To demonstrate its power, a proof is given of the 
following result (which will be needed in Section 3): If K, L E X", CI, y B 0, 
and q5~SL(n), then 

d(a.K+y.L)=cc.~K+y.~L. (0.38) 

Suppose MEX~. From (0.9), (0.19), again (0.9) and (0.19), 

V,(&a.K+y.L),M)= V,(WK+~.L,#~'M) 

=aV,(K,~-'M)+yV,(L,~-'M) 

= u v, (44 Ml + Y v,(hL W 

= V,(ay5K+y~~L,M). 

Note that (0.38) now follows immediately from (0.37). 
A simple consequence of the Minkowski Inequality (0.36), and (0.8), is 

the Brunn-Minkowski Inequality: For K, L E X", 

?'(K+ L)l', 2 TJ'(K)~'~ + V(L)"", (0.39) 

with equality if and only if K and L are homothetic. 
The following analogue of the Minkowski Inequality for the dual mixed 

volume I? i will be needed: If K, L E Y;I, then 

Pp,(K,L)"> V(K)"+' V(L)-', (0.40) 

with equality if and only if K and L are dilates. This inequality is a simple 
consequence of the Holder inequality [S, p. 881 and the integral represen- 
tation (0.35). 

1. REQUIREMENTS FOR AN EXTENDED AFFINE SURFACE AREA 

The shine surface area, Q(K), of a body K E F”I” is defined by 

G(K)= ~snm,f&)"'('+l) &S(u). (1.1) 

The functional 52: 9” + (0, co) has the following basic properties: 

I. For K E 9”, x E IV’, and i > 0, 

Q(x + AK)‘“+ 1)/n = A”- lQ(K)(n+ 1)/n. 
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II. For KEY”, and ~ESL(H), 

Q(fjK) = Q(K). 

III. The functional O(“+ ‘)I” is concave with respect to Blaschke 
addition; i.e., for K, L E S", 

with equality if and only if K and L are homothetic. 

IV. If E E 9” is an ellipsoid and KE 9”, then 

if Kc E, it follows that SZ(K)<SZ(E). (1.3) 

V. The affme isoperimetric inequality (of Affine Differential 
Geometry) is satisfied: For KE F-", 

.(K)n+'~,~nn+',(K)fl-l, 

with equality if and only if K is an ellipsoid. 

(1.4) 

An extension Sz: Xx” + [0, KI)), of 52: 9” + (0, co), will allow us to 
replace 9” by X” in properties (I)-(V), and should have the additional 
property: 

VI. R(P) = 0, for all polytopes P E Xx. 

Note that the equality condition for inequality (1.2) will have to be 
sacrificed since it is incompatible with condition (VI)-take K and L to be 
nonhomothetic polytopes and both sides of the inequality in (1.2) are equal 
(to 0). 

Ideally, an extension of classical afline surface area should also provide 
insight, which would suggest simplified proofs of the classical properties 
(I)-(V), even when extended to X”. 

To properties (I)-(V) one might add other requirements an extended 
afline surface area should have. For example one might require it to satisfy 
a “stronger” inequality than (1.4)-specifically, Petty’s inequality between 
afline surface area and geominimal surface area (to be defined later). One 
might also require it to satisfy a stronger requirement than Winternitz’ 
monotonicity result (1.3)-specifically, the extension of it given by Petty 
[24]. Another very desirable property would be that Petty’s afline projec- 
tion inequality (with the conditions for equality) should hold. 

Extended afline surface area as presented here meets all these 
requirements. It should be noted that none of the properties of classical 
afline surface area will be used to prove anything in this article. 
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In addition to properties (I)-(V), it had been conjectured that classical 
affine surface area possesses another important property: 

VII. The functional Q: 9:” + (0, co) is upper-semicontinuous. 

It will be proven that extended affine surface area 0: Xx” + [0, cc) is 
upper-semicontinuous. From this the conjectured property (VII) of classical 
affine surface area obviously follows. 

2. POLAR CURVATURE IMAGES 

For K, L E YspOn, and ~1, y 2 0 (not both 0), the harmonic Blaschke linear 
combination UK 4 yL E Y,” can be defined (see [lS]) by 

-- 
V(oK; yL) PZ yL - v;K) Pi+ l+ j&j kc+ l. 

Note that for bodies in Xi, harmonic Blaschke scalar multiplication and 
Minkowski scalar multiplication agree (and the same notation is used). 

From (0.29) it follows immediately that Y,” is closed with respect to har- 
monic Blaschke linear combinations. A mapping is now introduced which 
transforms harmonic Blaschke linear combinations into Blaschke linear 
combinations. 

Define the mapping, 

A: Y: --t SF, (2.2) 

as follows: Suppose KE Y”g. From (0.29) it follows that the function 
o,p>+‘/V(K) satisfies the conditions of the Minkowski problem (0.16b). 
Hence, there exists a unique convex body AKE Fz, such that I 

(2.3) 

Note that from (0.11) and (0.26), it follows that (2.3) holds not only on 
S-l but on W\{O} as well. 

PROPOSITION (2.4). The mapping A: 9,” + 5F:, is bijective. 

Proof: The injectivity of ,4 follows trivially from definition (2.3). To see 
that /i is surjective, suppose KEY,“. From (O.l5b), 

I z4fK(z4)ds(z4)=o. s"-' 
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Define the star body L by 

where 

1 c=- 
s fx(u) 4tn+ " dS(u). 

no, y-1 

From (0.29), it follows that L E Y;, and it is trivial to verify from (2.3), 
and the polar coordinate formula, that AL = K. 1 

From (2.3), (2.1), and (O.l7b), one easily sees that A transforms har- 
monic Blaschke linear combinations into Blaschke linear combinations, i.e., 
if K, LEY,?, and cr, y>O, then 

A(aK 4 yL) = cc.AK+ y.AL. (2.5) 

From (O.lO), (2.3), (0.28), and (0.35), it follows immediately that for 
KEY:, and LeXXgn, 

V,(AK, L*)=o,k,(K, L)/V(K), 

or equivalently by (2.6) and (0.21), that 

V’,(AK, L)=o,t,(K, L*)/Y(K). 

(2.6) 

(2.7) 

Write A2 for the composite mapping AA; i.e., for KE 9’pCn, /i’K= A(AK). 
The next result contains the observation that the mapping /1’ commutes 
with members of SL(n). 

PROPOSITION (2.8). Zf K E 9’;, and 4 E SL(n), then 

A#K=c+~~AK. (2.8) 

Proof: Suppose L E Xt. From (2.7), (0.34), (0.22), again (2.7), and 
(0.9), it follows that 

J’,(h$K, L)=o,t,(dK L*)IV$K) 

=o,r-,(K,#-‘L*)/V(K) 

= o,, t,(K, (&L)*W(K) 

= I/,(AK, @L) 

= V,(&‘AK, L). 
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Since V,(AbK, L)= I-‘,(#-‘AK, L), for all LEX;, the desired result 
follows from (0.37). 1 

The transformation rule for curvature functions is a simple consequence 
of Proposition (2.8). 

PROPOSITION (2.9). For KE 8”, and 4 E SL(n), 

fbKh-(U) =f/d4’uh (2.9) 

for all u E S”- I. 

Proof: From (0.14b) we see that KEB~ can be assumed. Choose 
L E Yz, such that AL = K, and let u E S”- ‘. From (2.8), (2.3), (O-27), and 
again (2.3), it follows that 

From definition (2.3), it follows that for the unit ball BEYF, /iB= B. It 
follows, from (2.8) and (0.22), that if E is a centered ellipsoid, such that 
V(E) = w,, then 

AE = E*. 

From the injectivity of A, it can be seen that for KE Y,“, AK is an ellipsoid 
if and only if K is an ellipsoid. 

THEOREM (2.10). Zf KEY,“, LEX”, then 

V,(AK, L)” 2 CO-‘V(K) V(L), (2.10) 

with equality if and only if L is an ellipsoid and K is a dilate of ( -c + I,)*, 
where c = Cen( L). 

ProojI By (0.7) and (2.7), 

V,(AK, L)= V,(AK, -c+L)=o,v’_,(K, (-c+L)*)/V(K). 
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From this, the dual mixed volume inequality (0.40) yields 

V,(AK,L)“~wo::V(K) Jq-c+L)*)-‘, 

with equality if and only if K and (-c + L)* are dilates. The 
Blaschke-Santal~ inequality (0.24) now yields the desired result. 1 

In Theorem (2.10) take L = AK, use (0.6), and get: 

COROLLARY (2.11). Zf K E 9: , then 

V(AK)“-‘>w~-2v(K), 

with equality if and only if K is an ellipsoid. 

(2.11) 

3. GENERALIZED CONVEX BODIES 

A functional on Ilr;: 

CD: 3”; -+ (0, co), 

is said to be Blaschke linear if for all K, L E Xi!, X, y 3 0 (not both 0), 

@(cc.K+ y.L) = c&(K) + y@(L). 

Let 9X” denote the set of continuous Blaschke linear functionals on X,“. 
The definition of each Q, E 9X” can be extended so that it is defined for all 
bodies in X” (rather than just the bodies in XF). Do this by letting @ 
assume the same value for convex bodies which are translates. 

Associate with each K E .X”’ the continuous Blaschke linear functional 
CD, = V,( ., K); i.e., for each Q E X”, 

We shall identify K and QK, and regard X” as a subset of %X”. With this 
identification, members of X” will occasionally be referred to as proper 
convex bodies. 

In fact, rather than identifying bodies in X” with members of 3Xx”, if 
careful, one should identify translation equivalence classes of X” (i.e., 
members of X”/R”) with members of 3Xx”. However, a less formal presen- 
tation should create no difficulties. 

For Q E X”, and @E 3X”“, define the mixed volume V,(Q, @) by 

v,(Q, @I = @,rQ,- (3.2) 
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From (3.1) it can be seen that if Q, is a proper convex body, this definition 
agrees with the usual definition. Since the members of %‘X” are Blaschke 
linear, the following extension of (0.19) holds: For CD E %‘A?“, K, L E X", 
6 Y B 0, 

v,(a.K+y.L,~)=aV,(K,~,)+yV,(L,~). (3.3) 

Given @, 0’ E $Xx”, and A, A’ 2 0 (not both 0), define the Minkowski 
linear combination 1@ + A’@’ E 9Xx” in the obvious manner: For Q E X”, 

(A@ + n’@‘)(Q) = @qQ, + L’@‘(Q). (3.4) 

From (0.3), and (3.1), it can be seen that this agrees with the usual delini- 
tion of a Minkowski linear combination if @ and CD’ happen to be proper 
convex bodies. 

By (3.4), (0.18), and the Blaschke linearity of members of 3X’“, the 
following extension of (0.7) holds: If KE X”, @E 9X”“, CI, y > 0, and x E R”, 
then 

V,(x+aK,y~)=a”-‘yV,(K,~). (3.5) 

By (3.2), and the definition of a Minkowski sum (3.4), the following exten- 
sion of (0.8) also holds: If KEX", @, @‘EYX”, A, A’>0 (not both 0), 
then 

V,(K, A@ + A’@‘) = AV,(K, CD) + A’V,(K, @‘). (3.6) 

For @ E %Xx”, define the volume, V(Q), of the generalized convex body 
@, by 

V(CD)‘/~ = Inf{ V,(Q, @)/V(Q)‘“-“‘“: Q E X’}. (3.7) 

From (3.1), (3.2), and the Minkowski inequality (0.36), it can be seen that 
if @ is a proper convex body, then this definition agrees with the usual 
definition of volume. Note that in definition (3.7) the class X” could have 
been (and will sometimes be) replaced by the class X2. 

Observe, that built into the definition of volume is a generalized 
Minkowski inequality: If KE X”, @ E %Xx”, then 

V,(K, cDy> V(K)“- l V(Q). (3.8) 

Since X:C %Xx”, an extension of (0.37) obviously holds: If K, LEX~, 
and 

v,(K @) = f’,G, @)t for all @E ??X”“, 

then K=L. 
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In definition (3.7), for each Q E X”, the functional, 

V,(Q, .)/~J’(Q)“‘-“~“: 9X”-+ (0, co), 

is, by (3.6), a Minkowski linear functional. But the infimum of linear 
functionals is obviously concave. Hence there is the following extension of 
the Brunn-Minkowski Inequality (0.39): If @, @’ E ??X”‘“, then 

J-q@ + CD’)“‘1 3 V(@)“” + V( @‘)“‘z. (3.9) 

Suppose KEX”, ~ESL(~). From (3.1) and (0.9) it follows that for 
Q E X”, 

This suggests the obvious definition: Given rj E SL(n), and a generalized 
convex body @ E BX”, define the image, @, of the body @ under 4, as the 
composite of the functions (D and 4 ‘: 

&D=@0$f-‘. (3.10) 

The Blaschke linearity of @ is an immediate consequence of (0.38) and the 
Blaschke linearity of @. The continuity of the generalized body Q1@ 
obviously follows from that of @ and 4 -I. 

Definition (3.10) can be written as an extension of (0.9): For KE X”, 
@E 9X”, and Q E Z(n), 

Just as for KEX”, and 4~ Z(n), V(q4K) = V(K), it follows from defini- 
tions (3.10) and (3.7) that for @E+YX”, and ~ESL(~), 

V(qm) = V(G). 

The following extension of (0.4) is an immediate consequence of (3.4) 
and (3.10): If @, @‘EC!?%‘“, A, 2’20, and c$ESL(~), then 
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For KE Y;, define the generalized convex body K* E Sin, by 

(3.12) 

for Q E X”. The Blaschke linearity of K* follows immediately from (0.17a). 
The continuity of K* follows from the weak continuity of the surface area 
measures. Note that from (0.12) and (0.28), it follows that for KeXXgn, 
definition (3.12) of K* agrees with the usual definition. 

The following extension of (2.6) is an immediate consequence of (0.35), 
(0.13), and definitions (3.12) and (2.3). 

PROPOSITION (3.13). Zf KEY;, L~9’4pon, then 

V,(AK, L*) = CO, &(K, L)/V(K). 

An extension of (0.22) holds as well. 

(3.13) 

PROPOSITION (3.14). If KE 9’,“, 4 E SL(n), then 

(dK)* = #-I,*. (3.14) 

Proof Suppose QE~:. By (3.13), (0.34), again (3.13), (2.8), and 
(3.11), 

v,(nQ> (W*) = w, b(Q, PW’(Q, 

=u, &W’Q, K)P’WIQ, 
= V,(AqK’Q, K*) 

= v,(d’nQ, K*) 

= V,(AQ, d-‘K*). 

Since, LI(,~PZ) = %z, it follows from (3.5) that, for all LEF”, 

Vl(L, CM)*)= f’,(L, 6’K*). 

But this must hold for all LEX”, since %” is dense in X”, and the 
members of 3X” are continuous. Hence, (bK)* = d-‘K*. 1 

An extension of the Blaschke-Santa16 inequality is contained in: 

THEOREM (3.15). If KEY:, then 

V(K) ?‘(K*)<w;, 

with equality if and only if K is an ellipsoid. 

(3.15) 
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Prooj By definition (3.7), 

V(K*) = Inf{ V,(Q, K*)“/V(Q)‘-‘: Q E X:}. 

Since KEY:, AKEX~. Hence, by (3.13) and (0.33) 

V(K*)< l',(AK,K*)"/V(AK)"-' 

=o;Pp,(K,K)"/V(K)" V(AK)"-l 

=w;/V(AK)"-'. 

The desired inequality is now an immediate consequence of Corollary 
(2.11). 1 

A functional, u: Xx” + R, is said to be a valuation on X”, provided that 
whenever K, L, KuLEX", 

Schneider [29] (see also [20]) observes that for K, L, Ku L E X", 

From this and definition (O.l7a), it follows immediately that 

(KuL)+(KnL)=K+L. 

Hence, a (translation invariant) functional, u: X” -+ R which is Blaschke 
linear must be a valuation on X”. The problem of characterizing such 
continuous valuations is solved by McMullen [19]. 

4. EXTENDED AFFINE SURFACE AREA 

For a convex body K E X”, define the afline surface area of K, !2( K), by 

n-““S2(K)‘“+‘““=Inf{nl/,(K, Q*) V(Q)““: QEY:). (4.1) 

From (3.5) it follows that for KE X”, x E l&Y, i > 0, and each Q E Y4p,n, 

V,(x+~K,Q*)=~"~'V,(K,Q*). 

Hence, from definition (4.1) there is an extension of Property (I) of 
Section 1: 
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PROPOSITION (4.2). Zf KE AC”, x E W, and A> 0, then 

sZ( x + AK) (n+l)/n=~n--In(K)(n+l)/n. 

An extension of Property (II) is contained in: 

PROPOSITION (4.3). If KE X”, 4 E Z(n), then 

Q(dK) = Q(K), 

(4.2) 

(4.3) 

ProoJ From definition (4.1), (3.11), and (3.14), it follows that 

n ~l’n~(~K)(n+‘J’n=Inf{nV,(dK, Q*) L’(Q)“‘? QEY~} 

= Inf{nV,(K, CJ-‘Q*) V(Q)? Q E 9;) 

= Inf{nV,(K, (&Q)*) V(#Q)‘? Q E 9;) 

=?I ~ I/nf-J(K)(n+ 1)/n. 

The last step is justified by the fact that @‘(Y;) = Y,“. 1 

For each Q E Y’p5, the functional 

V,( ., Q*, I’(Q)‘? X” + (0, co), 

is in 9Xx”, and hence is continuous and Blaschke linear. Thus, the infimum 
of such functionals is upper-semicontinuous, and concave, with respect to 
Blaschke addition. This proves the next two propositions and extends 
Properties (VII) and (III). 

PROPOSITION (4.4). The functional, 52: X” + [0, co), is upper-semi- 
continuous. 

PROPOSITION (4.5). Zf; K, L E X”, then 

S2(K+L)‘“+“/“~Q(K)‘“+“/“+g(L)(“+’)/”. (4.5) 

It will now be shown that the affine isoperimetric inequality of AfIine 
Differential Geometry (with the same equality conditions) holds for 
arbitrary convex bodies. 

THEOREM (4.6). Zf KE X”, then 

Q(K) 
fl+l<n”+11w2~(/(K)“-1 

n 

with equality, if and only if; K is an ellipsoid. 

(4.6) 
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ProoJ By (0.23), ( --s + K)* E X:, where s E int K is the Santa16 point 
of K. Hence, from definition (4.1) 

SZ(Ky+l <nn+l V,(K,(-s+K)**)” V((-s+K)*). 

By (0.21) (0.7), and (0.6) I’,(K,(-s+K)**)= V(K). But from the 
Blaschke-Santa16 inequality (0.24), and (0.21) it follows that 

with equality if and only if --s + K is an ellipsoid. 1 

Theorem (4.6) shows that Property (V) holds. That Property (VI) holds 
is trivial: Suppose P is a polytope in X”, and Q E 9:. By definition (3.12) 

Recall that the surface area measure of a polytope is concentrated on a 
finite set of points, glance at definition (4.1), and get: 

PROPOSITION (4.7). If P E X” is a polytope, then sZ( P) = 0. 

That extended afIine surface area satisfies condition (IV) will be shown 
in Section 8. What remains to be shown is that extended affine surface area 
agrees with the “classical” definition for bodies in 9”. This is contained in: 

THEOREM (4.8). If K E 9”, then 

Inf{V,(K, Q*) I’(Q)? QEY;] 

1 
(n + I I/” 

fK(z4)n~~n+l'dS(u) . (4.8) 

Proof By (0.14b) and (3.5) it may be assumed that KEB:. From 
Proposition (2.4) it follows that there exists a K,E 9’:, such that AK, = K. 
Hence, from definition (2.3) 

From this and the polar coordinate formula for volume, it follows that the 
quantity on the right in Eq. (4.8) is just o, V(Ko)‘;“. 

Now from Proposition (3.13) it follows that for Q E Y,“, 

v,W, Q*, UQ)“n= V,(AKo, Q*, UQ,l’n =w, p-,(K,, Q) V(Q)““/V(Ko). 
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Thus, to show that (4.8) holds, it must be shown that 

Inf{ 8-i(&, Q) V(Q)? QE,!Yz} = V(KJ”+l)‘“. 

That the quantity on the left is no less than the quantity on the right is an 
immediate consequence of the dual mixed volume inequality (0.40). To see 
that the quantity on the right is no less than the quantity on the left, note 
that K, E 9’:, and hence, by (0.33) 

Inf{ 8-,(K,,, Q) V(Q)‘/‘: Q E 9:} 

< Bp’(KO, K(J) V(K*)“” = v(Ko)‘“+ I)/“. m 

5. ALTERNATE DEFINITION OF EXTENDED AFFINE SURFACE AREA 

The mixed afhne surface area, CJ _ i( K, L), of K, L E 8”, was defined in 
Cl61 by 

(5-l) 

From (l.l), it follows that for KEY", 

Sz-,(K,K)=Q(K). 15.2) 

It is shown in [16] that a consequence of the Holder inequality is that, 
for K, LEE", 

SZ(K)("+l)'" < Sz-,(K, L)sZ(L)"", (5.3) 

with equality if and only if K and L are homothetic. 
There is a natural extension of definition (5.1) of the mixed afline surface 

areaSZ~,from~*x~““toX”x~ . C” Specifically, for K E X”, and L E Y'", 
let 

(5.4) 

From (0.14a) and (O.l4b), note that for x, y E R”, and A > 0, 

Q~,(x+~K,~+L)=~"-~Q~~(K,L). (5.5) 

From definition (5.4), (2.3), and (3.12), it follows immediately, that for 
KEX*,LEY,", 

w,Q~,(K,/!L)"+'=n"+'V(L)V,(K,L*)"+'. 

Note that L* is a generalized convex body. 

(5.6) 
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Take AL for Kin (5.6), use (5.2), and from (3.13) get 

qJ2(AL)“+‘=n”+‘V(L) V,(AL, L*)“+’ 

=o”n+ln”+‘v(L) F,(L, L),+l/V(L)“+‘. 

Thus, by (0.33), 

Q(AL)“+’ =nn+‘w; V(L). 

Combine (5.6) and (5.7), and the result is: 

(5.7) 

PROPOSITION (5.8). Zf KEX”, and LEY:, then 

n -‘%i_,(K, AL) Q(AL)“n=nVl(K, L*) V(L)l’“. (5.8) 

From (O.l4a), Propositions (2.4) and (5.8), and definition (4.1), we 
immediately obtain: 

THEOREM (5.9). If KE X”, then 

ft(K)‘“+“‘“=Inf(52_,(K, L)Q(L)““: LcR”j. (5.9) 

An obvious consequence of Theorem (5.9) is: 

COROLLARY (5.10). If KEXX”, LEB”, then 

Q(K)” + ’ Q(L)-‘<Q-,(K, L)“. (5.10) 

Of course, Theorem (5.9) could have been used to define the affine 
surface area of arbitrary convex bodies. 

6. GEOMINIMAL SURFACE AREA 

Petty [24] introduced the important concept of geominimal surface area. 
For KE X”, the geominimal surface area of K, G(K), is defined by 

w!/G(K) = Inf{nV,(K, Q*) V(Q)““: Q E X:}. (6.1) 

By comparing definitions (4.1) and (6.1), the reader can see how Petty’s 
definition of geominimal surface area motivated the definition of extended 
afline surface area given in this article. 

Suppose K E X”. By (0.23), (-.Y+K)*EX~, where sEintK is the 
Santalo point of K. From definition (6.1), 

o!/G(K)<nV,(K, (--s+ K)**) V((-s+ K)*)‘!‘2. 
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This together with (0.21) (0.7), (0.6), and the Blaschke-Santa16 inequality 
(0.24), immediately yields Petty’s geominimal surface area inequality 

G(K)” < n”o, V(K)” - ‘, (6.2) 

with equality if and only if K is an ellipsoid. 
Petty [24] obtained a “stronger” inequality than the afhne isoperimetric 

inequality. He proved that for KE F’, 

O(K)“+’ 6 no, G(K)“. (6.3) 

That this inequality is “stronger” than the afine isoperimetric inequality 
can be seen from Petty’s geominimal surface area inequality (6.2). 

Since obviously -Xg c Y:, from definitions (6.1) and (4.1), an extension 
of (6.3) is immediately obtained: 

PROPOSITION (6.4). Zf K E X”, then 

Q(K)” + ’ 6 no, G(K)“. (6.4) 

There is a circuitous (but more interesting) road to Proposition (6.4). 
Petty [23,24] introduced the important class of bodies of constant 

relative curvature, V”. A body KE 4” is said to have constant relative cur- 
vature if l/f;@+ I) is the (restricted) support function of a convex body. 
(See Petty [24, pp. 86-881 for the interesting motivation for this defini- 
tion.) Let VF denote the class of bodies in Y: which have constant relative 
curvature. 

PROPOSITION (6.5). A(Xx,“)= P+-,“. 

Proof: If KE “Y^z, then by definition, l/f,= hz+ ‘, for some QEX". 
From (0.28), it follows that 

From (0.15b) and (0.29), it must be that Q* E Xg. It is now obvious that 
K is the polar curvature image of a dilate of Q*. This shows that 
VF c ,4(Xx,“). That A(%?:) c VF is an easy consequence of definition (2.3), 
and (0.28). 1 

From Proposition (6.5), definition (6.1), Proposition (5.8), and (5.5), 
comes the following new representation of geominimal surface area: 

THEOREM (6.6). Z~KEX’“, then 

no,G(K)“=Inf{$X,(K, L)“sZ(L): LEV”} (6.6) 
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By comparing the representation for afline surface area in Theorem (5.9) 
with the representation for geominimal surface area in Theorem (6.6), and 
noting that Y“” c 9”. Proposition (6.4) is immediately obtained. 

7. EXTENSION OF PETTY'S AFFINE PROJECTION INEQUALITY 

For UES”~‘, let 5, denote the (n - 1 )-dimensional subspace of R” that 
is orthogonal to U. For KE X”, let KI [,, denote the image of the orthogonal 
projection of K onto t,, and let u(KI 5,) denote the area ((n - 1 )-dimen- 
sional volume) of KI 5,. As is well known and easily shown, 

(7.1) 

for all u E S”- ‘. For KE X”, the projection body of K, IIK, is the convex 
body whose support function is given by 

(7.2) 

for u ES”- ‘. Write Z7*K, rather than (Z7K)*, for the polar of I7K. Since 
l7K and I7*K are centered, they are members of 2:. Write 17” and Z7*” 
for the class of projection bodies (zonoids) and polars of projection bodies; 
i.e., 

II”= jI7K: KEX”), 

and 

I7*“= (I7*K: KE X”}. 

From (7.1), (7.2), and (0.12), it follows that for K, LEX”, 

V,(K, I7L) = V,(L, l7K). (7.3) 

Petty’s aftine projection inequality states that for KEF”, 

6.. 1 Q(K) n+l <o;;n”+‘V(Z7K), (7.4) 

with equality if and only if K is an ellipsoid. Inequality (7.4) is due to Petty 
[22]. It will be shown that this inequality (with the same equality condi- 
tions) holds for all convex bodies. In order to do so, the Petty projection 
inequality will be used. This inequality is also due to Petty [23] (see [ 141 
for an alternate proof) and states that for KE X”, 

V(K)” - ’ Vf/(n*K) d (co,&,, ~ , )“, (7.5) 
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with equality if and only if K is an ellipsoid. Also needed is the trivial fact 
that if E is a centered ellipsoid, then V(E) V(E*) = oz. This is easily 
verified by using (0.22). 

A “stronger” inequality than (7.4) will be required. The inequality of the 
next theorem is due to Petty [24]. The equality conditions are easily 
obtained from the equality conditions of the Petty projection inequality. 

THEOREM (7.6). If KE X”“, then 

4-l G(K)” < n”w; - ’ V(Z7K), 

with equality if and only if K is an ellipsoid, 

Proof: From definition (6.1), it follows that for Q E X’:, 

o&G(K)” 6 n”V,(K, Q*)” V(Q). 

Suppose L E X”. Take Z7*L for Q, use (0.21), and get 

o,G(K)” Q n”V,(K, Z7L)” V(IZ*L). 

(7.6) 

By (7.3), and the Petty projection inequality (7.5), 

6-l G(K)“+z”o;~‘V,(L, 17K)n V(L)-‘“-“, 

with equality implying that L is an ellipsoid. Now take Z7K for L, use (0.6), 
and the result is the desired inequality (7.6). Note that equality in (7.6) 
would imply that 27K is an ellipsoid. 

Suppose there is equality in (7.6): 

N-1 G(K)” = n”o;- ’ V(l7K). 

Hence Z7K is a centered ellipsoid, and V(ZZK) V(I7*K) = 02. From 
definition (6.1), it follows that for all Q E XF, 

~“(o,/o,~~)” V(I7K)=w,G(K)“<n”V,(K, Q*)” V(Q). 

Take (--s+ K)*EXE for Q, use (0.21), (0.7), and (0.6), and get 

(on/w,- ,)n V(I7K) < V(KY V(( --s + K)*). 

The Blaschke-Santalo inequality (0.24), and (0.21), now shows that 

(co,,/w,-~)~ V(I7K)<w;V(K)“-‘. 

But, as noted previously, V(Z7K) = w,’ V(LT*K)- ‘. Hence the last inequality 
is 

(w,,/w,-~)~< V(K)“-’ V-(/(n*K). 
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The equality conditions of the Petty projection inequality (7.5) show that 
K must therefore be an ellipsoid. 1 

If the inequality of Theorem (7.6) is combined with that of Proposi- 
tion (6.4), the result is the promised extension of inequality (7.4): 

COROLLARY (7.7). Zf KE ST”, then 

a;-, Q(K) n+‘<o~n”+1V(17K), 

with equality if and only if K is an ellipsoid. 

(7.7) 

8. MONOTONICITY RESULTS 

Winternitz (see [2, p. 2001) proved that if KE F”^” (actually a more 
restrictive condition) and E is an ellipsoid such that 

KcE, 

then it follows that 

Q(K) d Q(E). 

By Propositions (6.5) and (2.8), the class V” is an afline invariant class. 
Since balls are obviously members of V‘“, it follows that all ellipsoids are 
members of 9’“‘“. Petty [24] proved the following extension of Winternitz’ 
monotonicity result. If KE 9”, L E V”, and 

KcL, 

then 

Q(K) <Q(L). 

It will now be shown that this is also correct when K is an arbitrary 
convex body. 

THEOREM (8.1). Zf KE X”, L E “I”“, and 

KcL, (8.la) 

then 

Q(K) <Q(L). (8.lb) 
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Prooj Since LE Y”, by Proposition (6.5) there exists a Q E X;, such 
that L = AQ, up to translation. Since Q* E X”, from the monotonicity of 
mixed volumes, and (Kla), 

v,(K Q*, d VI& Q*,. 

But from (5.6), (5.5), and (5.2), 

n”+‘V-(Q) V,(K, Q*)n+‘=w,Q-,(K, AQ)“+‘=o,52-,(K, L)“+l, 

and 

n”+‘V(Q) V,(L, Q*)fl+1=~n52p1(L, AQ)“” 

=0,52-,(L, L)“+‘=0J2(L)“f1. 

Hence, Sz ~ ,(K, L) < sZ(L), and the desired result is now seen to be a direct 
consequence of inequality (5.10). 1 

Since all ellipsoids are members of “Ye”, Theorem (8.1) provides the 
promised extension of Property (IV) of Section 1. 

Recall, that a body KE 9” is said to belong to Y” if 1/f2’n + ‘) is the 
support function of a convex body. A body KE 9” is defined to be in %‘“” 
if l/f2Cn + l) is the support function of a zonoid. Both 9’“’ and YF” are affine 
invariant classes (see [18]). Obviously, all balls belong to “w^“, and hence 
all ellipsoids belong to w” as well. Let *llr: denote the members of w” 
whose centroids are at the origin. 

In the same way that Proposition (6.5) is established, one easily shows 
that 

n(II*“) = w-,“. (8.2) 

Winternitz’ monotonicity result can be extended in a direction different 
from Theorem (8.1): If KE X”, and E E X” is an ellipsoid, then if the areas 
of the projections of K do not exceed those of E, it follows that 
G(K) <G(E). This is a special case of the next theorem. 

THEOREM (8.3). If KE X”, L E W”“, and for all UE S”- ‘, 

u(KI 5,) d o(L It,), 

then 

Q(K) d Q(L). 

(8.3a) 

(8.3b) 
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Proof. By Proposition (4.2), it may be assumed that LE "IV‘:. By (8.2) 
there exists a Q E X”, such that L = /iZZ*Q. From (8.3a) and (7.2), 

h,,<h,,. 

Since S, is a positive measure, it follows from (0.12), that 

J’,(Q, nJ2 6 v,(Q, 17L). 

Hence, by (7.3). 

As in the proof of Theorem (8.1), rewrite this, by using (5.6), as 

Recall that L = A/117*Q, use (5.2), and the last inequality becomes 

Q-,(K, L)dQ(L). 

Inequality (5.10) immediately now gives (8.3b). 1 

For bodies with positive continuous curvature functions, Theorem (8.3) 
was proven in [18]. It should be noted that the special case of 
Theorem (8.3), where L is an ellipsoid, can also be obtained from the 
Petty-Schneider theorem 122,281 together with the extended afflne 
isoperimetric inequality (4.6). 

Re/kence added in proo/ K. LEICHTWEISS, Bemerkungen zur Delinition einer erweiterten 
Affmoberfliiche von E. Lutwak. Manuscripta Math. 65 (1989), 181-197. 
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